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YAYASAN MUDRA SWARI SARASWATI
Founded in 2003, the Yayasan Mudra Swari
Saraswati is an independent, not-for-profit
foundation committed to enriching the
livelihoods of young Indonesians through
community-building arts and cultural
programs. It was founded by Janet DeNeefe
and Ketut Suardana as a healing project in
response to the first Bali bombings in 2002.
The primary goal of the Foundation is
to give full expression to the creative
needs of Indonesia, its individuals, and
its communities, while simultaneously
showcasing the diversity and rich cultural
traditions of the archipelago to the world.
Creating an ongoing space for cross-cultural
exchange – and open-minded dialogue
and exploration – lies at the heart of the
Foundation.
It achieves this through its two core
initiatives: Ubud Writers & Readers Festival
and Ubud Food Festival. Through these
Festivals, programs, and associated activities,
the Foundation promotes Ubud as a center
for arts and culture, showcases the artists,
writers and producers of Indonesia on the
international stage, and helps Indonesians
to reach their potential through educational
and capacity-building programs.

Ubud Writers & Readers
Festival
Launched in 2003, the Ubud Writers &
Readers Festival is Southeast Asia’s most
celebrated literary and artistic event. The
mission of the UWRF is to create a
world-class festival that celebrates
extraordinary stories, amplifies brave voices,
and tackles global issues through open
dialogue and cross-cultural exchange.
The Festival is proud of its continuing
success in bringing Indonesian and
international writers and audiences together
on the world stage.

SUPPORT US
Our Festivals rely on the support of patrons,
donors, partners, and audiences each year.
In 2019, new opportunities will be available
to reach our broad and diverse Festival
audiences across Indonesia and the world.
Your patronage will play a central role in
ensuring our Foundation succeeds in its goal
of enriching the lives and livelihoods
of Indonesians, and promoting the wealth
of Indonesian cultures and communities to
the world.
Contact our Partnership Team today
to explore opportunities.
Saraswati Ratnanggana,
Partnership Manager
saras@yayasansaraswati.org
+62 361 977 408
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A MESSAGE FROM OUR FOUNDER & DIREC TOR

JANET DENEEFE

Fifteen years ago, the Ubud Writers &
Readers Festival was born when the
community was suffering from the
devastating impacts of the 2002 Bali
bombings. We wanted to draw visitors back
to the island, celebrate the diverse beauty
of Indonesia through literature and art, and
support writers and artists from across the
archipelago to share their work with the
world.
Since then, the Festival has evolved into
Indonesia’s leading platform for showcasing
its writers and artists, and into one of the
world’s top literary events.
During the Festival, the 12 Indonesian
writers selected to attend the London Book
Fair 2019 – at which Indonesia is the focus
country – were announced. We have
featured all but one of the selected writers at
the UWRF, and we’re proud to have
supported hundreds of Indonesian writers,
artists, journalists and performers
throughout our fifteen years.

Of course, none of it would have been
possible without the support of our
partners.
Generously contributing everything from
flights and rooms for our speakers, to
restaurants for our special events,
advertising and editorial promotion to
audio-visual equipment, our fifteenth
Festival was brought to life by 175
businesses and organizations. I send my
deepest thanks to each and every one of
you for believing in our mission and for your
unwavering generosity.
We are proud of what we have achieved over
the past fifteen years with your support, and
we’re excited about what we can achieve
over the next fifteen. I look forward to
working with you again on UWRF19!

UWRF18
UWRF18 Partnership
Partnership Report
Report
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Theme: Jagadhita
Like many of the Festival’s
previous years the theme
was drawn from a Balinese
Hindu philosophy.
‘Jagadhita’ is the individual
pursuit of universal
harmony and prosperity as
one of life’s primary goals,
interpreted as ‘The World
We Create’.

FESTIVAL SUMMARY
From 24–28 October, Bali’s cultural capital
welcomed thousands of creative minds
to celebrate the UWRF’s fifteenth year as
Southeast Asia’s leading festival of words
and ideas.
With 200+ events held across 45+ venues,
200+ artists, authors, thinkers, activists and
performers from 30 countries, the Festival’s
five-day program spanned in-depth panel
discussions, intimate special events,
hands-on workshops, electric after
dark performances, cooking demonstrations,
films, a children’s program and much more.
The UWRF18 became a hotbed for freedom
of expression in a region where it is crucially
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needed, reinforcing the Festival’s role as
the primary platform for Indonesian writers
and artists to share their work and air their
country’s biggest challenges.
Feminism, gender identity, religious
freedom, environmental activism and
Indigenous rights were unpacked by over
180 authors, activists and journalists from
across Indonesia and the world.
A not-for-profit initiative designed to enrich
the lives of young Indonesians, the Festival
was proud to present 50% of its program
completely free of charge.

The Festival’s five-day
program explored countless
ways to create a world that
we want to live in; how we
strive as individuals and as
communities to manifest
positive change; and how
to nurture this goal through
respect and action that
sustains compassion for
each other and ourselves.

Specially commissioned artwork,
Anonymous Ancestors, by Balinese artist
Budi Agung Kuswara.
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2018
HIGHLIGHTS
•

•

Indonesia's former foreign minister
Marty Natalegawa opening the Festival
at the Ubud Royal Palace, reminding
us of the importance of community
discussions in the digital age
The presentation of UWRF's Lifetime
Achievement Award to the beloved
poet Sapardi Djoko Damono
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•

•

Words brought to life on stage with
performances by Tishani Doshi (India),
Dee Lestari (Indonesia), Kwal (France),
and a special edition of the New
York-based storytelling show This Alien
Nation
Former president of the Australian
Human Rights Commission Gillian
Triggs receiving a standing ovation
at Neka

•

The debut of a buzzing new open mic
area, Taman Puisi, where audience
members could share their own writing
at the end of each day

•

Agenda-setting appearances from Susi
Pudjiastuti and Yenny Wahid

•

A satellite program of events traveling
to Surabaya, Bandung, Palangka Raya,
Ambon and Ternate

•

Literary legend Hanif Kureishi making
a rare visit to the southern hemisphere
and delighting the UWRF audience over
conversation and cocktails

•

Fundraising for Lombok and Palu:
IDR 26, 572, 000
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AUTHORS, ARTISTS
AND PERFORMERS
From the rockstar Indonesian politicians
to the astonishing emerging writers,
from the fiery slam poets to the
bestselling authors, our fifteenth year
as Southeast Asia’s leading festival of
words and ideas was a spectacular
milestone celebration.
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Bringing together 200+ of the world’s
leading authors, artists, thinkers,
activists and performers from 30
countries across the world, the Festival
once again affirmed its position as a
leading platform for global dialogue
and cross-cultural exchange.

Fatima Bhutto

Uzodinma Iweala

Yenny Wahid

Marty Natalegawa

Gillian Triggs

Hanif Kureishi

Kamila Andini

Innosanto Nagara

Anuradha Roy

Kim Scott

Aan Mansyur

Dee Lestari

Clarissa Goenawan

Rani Pramesti

Leila S. Chudori

Rain Chudori

Balli Kaur Jaswal

Jane Caro

Saras Dewi

Butet Manurung

Gabriela Ybarra

Giuseppe Catozzella

Susi Pudjiastuti

Avianti Armand
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UWRF BILINGUAL
ANTHOLOGY
Each year, we put a call out across the
archipelago to emerging writers: send us
your stories. After receiving hundreds of
submissions, an independent curatorial
board selects the most outstanding to be
translated and published in our annual
Bilingual Anthology of Emerging Indonesian
Writing.
The emerging writers are supported by the
Yayasan Mudra Swari Saraswati and the
Indonesian Writers Patrons to fly to Bali and
launch the Anthology in front of Indonesian
and international audiences at the Festival.
The Anthology represents a huge
opportunity for emerging writers to have
their work translated into English, opening
the door to international opportunities for
the first time.

Emerging Writers 2018
Selected from almost 800 submissions, the
work of the 2018 UWRF Emerging Writers
is a rich insight into Indonesian language,
culture, history and mythology. With many
of the submissions relating to the writer’s
locality, it is a rare window into some of the
archipelago’s little-known regions, such as
South Kalimantan and South Sulawesi.

Emerging Writers 2018

We are proud to present the 2018 Emerging
Writers:
•
•
•
•
•

Andre Septiawan from Pariaman,
West Sumatra
Pratiwi Juliani from Rantau,
South Kalimantan
Rosyid H. Dimas from Yogyakarta
Reni Nuryanti from Aceh
Darmawati Majid from Bone,
South Sulawesi

Indonesian Writers
To shine the spotlight on Indonesia’s great
wealth of literary talent, we also
‘hand-picked’ eight Indonesian writers to be
translated and published in the Anthology,
alongside the works of the Emerging Writers.
This group of writers also appeared at this
year’s Festival:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rosyid H Dimas

Darmawati Majid

Reni Nuryanti

Andre Septiawan

Pratiwi Juliani

Aan Mansyur
Aprila Wayar
Carma Citrawati
Dicky Senda*
Norman Erikson Pasaribu
Rain Chudori
Saras Dewi

* Did not appear at UWRF18
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PROGRAM AT
A GLANCE

5

200+

DAYS

EVENTS AND
SPEAKERS

70+

10

MAIN PROGRAM
SESSIONS

9

CULTURAL
WORKSHOPS

12
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SPECIAL EVENTS

9

CHILDREN AND
YOUTH EVENTS

45+
VENUES IN AND
AROUND UBUD

12

12

10

FESTIVAL CLUB
@ BAR LUNA EVENTS

FILM SCREENINGS

10

BOOK LAUNCHES

KITCHEN EVENTS

16

14

LIVE MUSIC & ART EVENTS
AFTER DARK EVENTS

8

ART EXHIBITS

WORKSHOPS

13
IN SCHOOL
PROGRAM

5

FRINGE EVENTS

11

SATELLITE EVENTS

50%
FREE

50%
TICKETED
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PROGRAM
ATTENDANCE
Main Program

12,000+
ATTENDANCE ACROSS
FOUR DAYS

From intimate in-conversations between leading
authors, artists, thinkers and performers, to fiery
debates on some of the world’s most polarizing
issues, the Festival’s Main Program spanned 70
session across four days.

After Dark Events
The Festival’s free After Dark events showcased
some of Indonesia’s most talented musicians,
theatre performers, and poets, along with
screenings of recent films, with many sessions
followed by a Q&A with directors and actors.

ATTENDANCE

Satellite Events

Special Events
From intimate literary lunches to a long table
birthday brunch celebrating our fifteenth year, the
Festival’s Special Events take took place at various
restaurants and resorts across Ubud.

390+
ATTENDANCE

Workshops

250+
ATTENDANCE

14

950+
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Designed to elevate literary abilities, our
Workshop series was conducted by some of the
Festival’s most dynamic authors, artists, thinkers
and performers in various venues across Ubud.

500++
E

ATTENDANCE

As not all Indonesian literature lovers can attend
the Festival due to vast distances, each year we
take the Festival to them. After the UWRF our free
Satellite Events provide a valuable opportunity for
local writers and readers to experience the magic
of UWRF, while introducing international writers
to Indonesia’s rich cultural tapestry. This year the
Satellite Program traveled to Surabaya, Bandung,
Palangka Raya, Ambon and Ternate.

In School Program
Featuring the Festival’s most ‘young at heart’
speakers, the In School Program comprised 12
workshops conducted in schools around Bali.
From creative writing to performance poetry,
the In School Program is part of our Foundation’s
mission to nourish Indonesia’s aspiring creatives.

250+
ATTENDANCE
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Gender

Country of Residence
4%
2%

1%

3%

22%

Female

Australia & New Zealand

Male

Indonesia

I’d Prefer not to answer

50%

41%

Asia
Europe & Africa
American

77%
Nationality

1%

Age

23%

51-64
35-50

9%

2%

65+

Australian & New Zealand

8%

17%

Indonesian
Europe & Africa

21-34

American

<20

35%

AUDIENCE AT
A GLANCE

Annual Income
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The Festival also prides itself on age diversity.
This year the Festival saw an increase in
attendees in the 18-34 age group (25%), with
35-50- year-olds making up 23%. This data is not
representative of the Festival’s hugely popular
free After Dark program amongst the younger,
local demographic. The appeal of the program for
younger audiences only continues to grow
each year.

8%

%

Southeast Asia’s most celebrated literary and
artistic event, the Ubud Writers & Readers Festival
attracts audiences from across Indonesia and
the globe, with 41% of audiences travelling
from within Indonesia, and 59% travelling from

Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong, Singapore,
Malaysia, Germany, France, The Netherlands,
Morocco, South Africa, Peru, Canada, the United
States and the United Kingdom.

33%

Have You Attended
UWRF Before?
$0 - $25,000

Yes

$26,000 - $40,000

No

$41,000 - $60,000
$61,000 - $80,000
$80,000 - $100,000

11%
16%

Asia

31%

24%
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With an estimated audience attendance similar to
last year’s of 25,000 across the Festival’s five days
in 2018, the Festival continues to be a regional
powerhouse and a global platform for discussion
and debate. 59% of this year’s audiences said
they have attended the UWRF before, and many
of the long-term returners joined the special
celebrations of our fifteenth year.

50%

> $100,000

41%
59%

15%
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Did you specifially come to
Ubud for the UWRF?

Would you recommend UWRF to family,
friends and colleagues?

3%

15%
85%

Yes

Yes

No

No

97%
How long did you stay in Ubud?

Do you plan to attend the
UWRF again?

2%

5%

13

%

31%

8+ Days

Yes
No

6-7 Days
4-5 Days
2-3 Days

26%

AUDIENCE
IN UBUD
With 85% of our audiences stating that they
travelled to Ubud specifically for the event,
our role in attracting new visitors to the
island and the village has once again been
solidified.
As well as attending the Festival, audiences
enjoyed the wide variety of activities on offer
in Ubud, injecting an estimated
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1 Day

28%

95%

Roughly how much did you spend in
Ubud?
AUD $1,150,000 into the local economy
through spending on accommodation,
transport and food. Plus, with 95% of
audiences saying they would attend the
Festival again, the future of the event is
sustainable.

13%

8%
30%

<$29

$100-$149
$150+

33%

Shopping

Culinary

$30-$64
$65-$99

16%

Other than attend the Festival, what else
did you do in Ubud?

Other

(Cultural activities, yoga,
spa treatments,
& outdoor activities)
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PARTNERS AND
SUPPORTERS
The Ubud Writers & Readers Festival is
extremely proud of its 2018 partners and
supporters, without whom the Festival
would not have been possible.
The support received was crucial to the
creation of another successful Festival,
as well as achieving the broader goals
of the Yayasan Mudra Swari Saraswati.
Support covered all aspects of the Festival,
including (but not limited to) production
overheads, venue support, cultural and arts
program events, author attendance and
accommodation, media coverage, as well as
other areas of in-kind and monetary support.

175
96%

We were delighted to have a significant
number of local Bali and Ubud-based
businesses choose to partner, support,
and collaborate with the Festival this year.
These partnerships further strengthened our
commitment as a Foundation to empower
local Indonesian and Balinese communities
through the creation of a collaborative and
inclusive environment.
The Yayasan Mudra Swari Saraswati
would like to offer thanks to all our 2018
Festival partners and supporters, and we
look forward to future partnerships and
collaborations, as well as welcoming new
members to our Festival Family.

Total UWRF 2018 partners

of Partners want to partner with UWRF again next year

100%

of Partners feel they received appropriate recognition of their support/sponsorship

92%

of Partners said that the partnership with UWRF 2018 met their objectives
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FESTIVAL
COMMUNICATIONS
With a strategic communications campaign
spanning national and international
audiences, the Ubud Writers & Readers

Advertising

Festival is well and truly in the global
spotlight, reaching billions of people across
the world.

During the campaign, the island of Bali was
brought to life with beautiful, eye-catching
Festival branding. From posters to printed

4,000

advertisements, postcards to the program
book, the Ubud Writers & Readers Festival
was promoted through:

500

Program books, distributed
to 300+ venues across
Ubud, Bali and Jakarta.
It was also available for
download via the Festival’s
website.

Postcards,
distributed
across Bali and
Indonesia

13,000

100+

Flyers, distributed
to 300+ venues
across Ubud, Bali
and Jakarta

X-banners at
Festival venues and
event locations

Baliho

300

Posters,
distributed across
Ubud

100

T-banners at
Festival venues,
event locations,
and across Ubud

5

Baliho, displayed
at prominent
positions across
Bali

81

advertisements
across printed and
digital media

Social Media Series:
Countdown

Web advertising
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Sponsored Merchandise

Social Media

Cross-Promotion

Throughout 2018, the Festival recorded
significant audience growth across its
social media channels Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and the enews. Through the
Festival’s Facebook campaign alone,
200,000,000 people were reached through
paid and organic content.

In partnership with Festival partners and
stakeholders, the Festival was proud
to deliver a range of initiatives to drive
audience engagement.

14.8k

29.1k

Twitter
followers

Facebook
followers

14.9k

13.1k

Instagram
followers

284.9k
Website views

Enews
subscribers

•
•

•

In a partnership with Bitread, UWRF18
flyers were distributed during the Asian
Games 2018 Media & Blogger event
Cross-promotion with 11 major literary
events and 9 literary publications in the
Asia Pacific region, reaching a potential
target audience of 213,000
4-Day and 1-Day passes were sold on
Traveloka

500
Festival app users on
Google Play
and iTunes

Social Media Advertising

870 t-shirts
1,250 tote bags
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The UWRF18 was heavily advertised through
social media to reach our diverse audience,
tailored to match regions and demographic.
These social media advertisements reached
audiences in Indonesia, Australia and the
United States.
•
•
•

Total Reach		
Total Link Clicks
Total Engagements

: 881.435
: 3.108
: 28.017
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MEDIA
The Festival’s campaign is underpinned
by an extensive national and international
media strategy, targeting audiences from
across Indonesia, Southeast Asia, Australia
and the world.
Through organic media coverage and
partnerships with leading news and lifestyle
publications, the Festival’s coverage in
2018 reached potential audiences of up to
30,196,165,73. On the ground at the event,
the Festival also welcomed 74 journalists,
who conducted a total of 168 interviews
with speakers over the course of the Festival.
Through media partnerships valued at USD
433,484, including with internationallyrenowned outlets BBC and The Monthly, the
Festival received 454 features across print,
digital, radio, TV and social media in the
lead-up to, during and after the event.

30+
Billion

Potential
audience reach

454
Features across
print, digital,
radio, TV
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National Media

International Media

Media Partnerships

•

265 features across print, radio, digital
and TV in National Media reaching a
potential audience of 2,902,810,610

•

66 features across print and digital
media reaching a potential audience of
116,805,963

•

Total media partnerships valued at IDR
6,541,379,400 or USD 433,484, a 57%
increase from the previous year

•

Coverage from Harian Kompas,
Kompas.id, Kompas.com, Tempo.co,
CNN Indonesia, Detik.com, Harian
Nasional, Harnas.co, Antara News,
Republika Online, Clara Indonesia,
Tribun Bali, Radar Bali, Liputan6.com,
Vice Indonesia, Provoke Online, Travel
ETC, RRI Jakarta

•

Coverage in South China Morning
Post, Escape (news.com.au), Asian
Correspondent, Malay Mail, SBS Life,
Traveller, Southeast Asia Globe, The
Guardian

•

Total of 65 editorial placements, 61
printed and digital advertisements,
92 radio spots, 28 tv spots, 22 enews
inclusions, 8 video posts, and 178 social
media posts

•

46 Accredited International Media
attended the Festival, including
representatives of South China Morning
Post, The Australian, Mekong Review,
Sydney Morning Herald, The
Guardian, ABC Radio National, EFE
Spanish News Agency, Swiss National
Public Radio

•

Addition of Berita Satu Media Holdings
as Principal Media Partner, giving
publication support through print
(Suara Pembaruan), digital (beritasatu.
com), and TV (Berita Satu News
Channel)

•

Addition of IDN Times, Womantalk.com,
Opini.id, Koran Sindo, and Sindonews.
com as Media Partners, adding new
demographics to Festival attendees

•

Addition of The Monthly as Principal
Media Partner, Australia’s leading
culture, politics and society magazine

•

Addition of Asymptote Journal as Media
Partner, producing a series of eight
translations of works by Indonesian
UWRF speakers – the biggest digital
showcase of Indonesian literature in
translation the UWRF has ever been
involved in

•

•

28 Accredited National Media attended
the Festival, including representatives
of Harian Kompas, Kompas.id, Tempo.
co, CNN Indonesia, CNN TV, Detik.com,
Media Indonesia, Tribun Bali, Radar Bali,
Times Indonesia, Kabar Kalimantan,
Generasi Pesona Indonesia

•

40 interviews were conducted by
National Media at the Festival

128 interviews were conducted 		
by International Media at the Festival

•

3 Main Program sessions were recorded
for broadcast on ABC Radio National
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FEEDBACK

FEEDBACK

Speakers

Audiences

“The UWRF was a delight from start to finish,
a magic swirl of ideas, artistry and heartfelt
expression.”
Avara Yaron
“A wonderful blend of culture, celebration
and stimulating conversation.”
Kamin Mohammadi
“Everything has been so rewarding. It is
really great to be able to connect with
accomplished authors and like-minded
people from all over the world.”
Lisa Siregar

“A whirlwind of thought-provoking
conversations, hilarious and heartwarming
interactions across generations topped off
with nasi campur and gelato under the sun!”
Rani Pramesti
“UWRF is a laboratory of hope.”
Ferenc Barnas
“A gem of a festival in a beautiful setting.
The wonderfully engaged audience at every
session made the festival a real pleasure.”
Shrabani Basu

“A wonderfully inspiring festival.”
“Overall the festival is very impressive. I love
the selection of Balinese themes for the
event.”
“Great festival – thank you and I look forward
to attending again.”
“Keep up the good work, your dedication to
organizing and improving this event every
year is inspiring!”

“I love the festival and I go every year that I
can. I hope to be back.”
“UWRF 2018: With praise and gratitude
for the brave words, intelligent questions,
reasoned replies, rational arguments based
on facts and science, and for guidance with
writing. For education, encouragement and
clues on fiction and ethics, and appreciation
for generous fellow workshoppers.”

FEEDBACK

Partners

Media

"Ubud Writers and Readers festival is a big
annual event in Ubud and worldwide which
involves many countries. It's a good chance
for us to promote our brand as well as
expand our networking."

“UWRF has its own allure, its own cast
of diverse characters. This year several
thousand travellers, expats and locals were
all eager to engage and be challenged by a
program that provided plenty to chew over.”
- David Sly, The Adelaide Review

"It's one of the biggest, longest festivals. And
as part of the community in Ubud, we will
always support the UWRF."
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“UWRF 2018 sangat berkesan. Kita bisa
belajar banyak dari penulis dan pembaca
dari seluruh dunia yang attitude dan
pengetahuannya anti mainstream juga luar
biasa.” – Fathia, jurnalis Media Indonesia
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